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ABSTRACT 

Understanding customer behavior profiles is of great value to companies. Customer behavior is 
influenced by a multitude of elements-some are capricious, presumably resulting from environmental, 
economic, and other factors, while others are more fundamentally aligned with value and belief systems. 
In this paper, we use unstructured textual cheque card data to model and estimate latent spending 
behavioral profiles of banking customers. These models give insight into unobserved spending habits and 
patterns. SAS® Text Miner is used in an atypical manner to determine the buying segments of customers 
and the latent buying profile using a clustering approach. Businesses benefit in the way the behavioral 
spend model is used. The model can be used for market segmentation, where each cluster is seen as a 
target marketing segment, leads optimization, or product offering where products are specifically 
compiled to align to each customer's requirements. It can also be used to predict future spend or to align 
customer needs with business offerings, supported by signing customers onto loyalty programs. This 
unique method of determining the spend behavior of customers makes it ideal for companies driving 
retention and loyalty in their customers. 

INTRODUCTION 

Businesses are driven by their ever changing goals and aspirations which may differ from large 
corporations to sole traders, however they all have one very significant commonality, aiming to sell their 
products and services. Whether companies are selling groceries, bank accounts or fitness classes, their 
products are their underlying structure. For this reason it is of paramount importance to each company's 
continuous success to sell their products efficiently. In the fluctuating uncertainty that arises from 
environmental, political and economic change, it is essential for companies to understand the needs, 
constraints and aspirations of their customers. To do this it is necessary to delve deeper into the 
behaviour of customers, this type of modelling can be known as a form of behavioural modelling that 
stems from fields such as social and behavioural sciences. The term behaviour is fairly broad, for 
example it can range from how often a customer travels to what time of day they spend their money. 
Consumer behaviour falls within the fields of social and behavioural sciences as it is a component of 
social behaviour. Krishna, [3], defines consumer behaviour as “A discipline that encompasses all 
processes involved in acquiring, using and disposing of products, services and ideas. As a discipline it is 
also concerned with the results of such acquisitions, uses and disposals”. This paper focuses primarily on 
the acquisition side of consumer behaviour, more specifically the purchasing/buying/spending behaviour 
of the customers and not the psychological reasons behind acquisition. 

Behavioural spend modelling is one of the many possible consumer behaviours that can be modelled, it is 
the process of detecting and understanding patterns in the spend data of customers. These identified 
patterns assist in determining behavioural segments and spending profiles. Interpreting the model and 
recognising whether customers spend more on groceries, holidays or restaurants, etc., in other words 
whether they spend on luxury items or necessities, assists in understanding the customers lifestyle and 
unique needs. 

SAS® text miner is used in an atypical manner to determine the spending segments and latent spending 
behaviour of customers using cheque card data. The latent spending behaviours of a customer are in turn 
used to determine the customers spending profiles. The cheque card data is transformed in such a way 
that the result consists of a combination of spending terms making up a customer’s spending document. 
This assists SAS® text miner in capturing all the spend in each customer document as behaviours. The 
results provided in this paper suggest the use of SAS® text miner as a tool for modelling behavioural 
spend is a successful one, the customer selected at random and analysed produces results indicating a 
lavish lifestyle, this could identify a certain set of products uniquely suited to this customers lifestyle. This 
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customer is also identified as belonging to a specific segmentation of spend, this could assist in 
identifying leads if similar customers were sought out. The capabilities of the spending profile and 
customer segmentation are endless if utilized correctly. 

BEHAVIOURAL SPEND MODEL 

This consists of 3 sections, the first describes the data used to fit the behavioural spend model. The data 
in its original format had to be transformed to obtain data usable for SAS® text timer. This data was 
manipulated to obtain three alternate sets of input structures for the model, this was done to obtain, view 
and compare a variety of possible spending profiles and segments. The second section describes the 
objectives of the model and highlights the differences between a customer’s spending profile and their 
spending segment. Finally, the last section displays and discusses the results of the model. 

DATA PREPARATION 

The data used for the behavioural spend model consists of cheque card data for one month. This data 
contains 6000 unique customers with an income ranging from R700k to R1,000k p.a. The data was 
cleaned and studied, which identified three transactional text columns of interest. The first column 
contained the description of the transaction that occurred, the second contained the category of the 
transaction and the last contained a broad transaction store type. An example of the column structures 
can be seen in Table 1: Example of transactional data. 

Trans_Desc Trans_Cat Trans_Type 

MICROSOFT *STORE Computer Software Stores Miscellaneous Stores 

C*SILVER MOUNTAIN SPUR Eating Places, Restaurants Miscellaneous Stores 

WOOLWORTHS GRASSY 
PARK 

Grocery Stores, Supermarkets  Retail Store 

Table 1: Example of transactional data 

 

It is interesting to note that the transaction descriptions occasionally record the area the transaction took 
place in. For example, consider row three of Table 1: Example of transactional data, this transaction took 
place at a retail store called Woolworths in Grassy Park, which is a suburb in the province of the Western 
Cape. 

The original data contained multiple transactional entries per customer, due to the independent capture 
and storage of each transaction. For this reason it was necessary to summarise the data to obtain a 
single unique text column per customer, accomplished through the concatenation of the three text 
columns across all transactions per customer. The before and after view of the concatenation process 
can be observed in Table 2: Data layout before concatenation and Table 3: Data layout after 
concatenation. 

 

Customer document Trans_Desc Trans_Cat Trans_Type 

1 Description1 Category1 Type1 

1 Description2 Category2 Type2 

1 Description3 Category3 Type3 

Table 2: Data layout before concatenation 

 

Customer document Trans_Text 

1 Description1 Category1 Type1 Description2 Category2 Type2 Description3 
Category3 Type3  
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Table 3: Data layout after concatenation 

 

Three slightly altered textual input structures were obtained using the above method of concatenation. 
The first contained only the first column of text, the transaction descriptions or Trans_Desc, see Table 4: 
Data layout after concatenation of text column 1, this is the first textual input structure. The second 
contained the first and second columns of text, the transaction descriptions and transaction category, or 
Trans_Desc and Trans_Cat, see Table 5: Data layout after concatenation of text columns 1 and 2, this is 
the second textual input structure. Finally, the third contained all three text columns of interest, the 
transaction descriptions, transaction category, and transaction type, or Trans_Desc, Trans_Cat and 
Trans_Type, as in Table 3: Data layout after concatenation, this is the third textual input structure. These 
three input structures were obtained to determine whether different results would be attained through the 
inclusion of the extra text columns.  

 

Customer document Trans_Text 

1 Description1 Description2 Description3 

Table 4: Data layout after concatenation of text column 1 

 

Customer document Trans_Text 

1 Description1 Category1 Description2 Category2 Description3 Category3 

Table 5: Data layout after concatenation of text columns 1 and 2 

 

In terms of text mining and for the purpose of SAS® text miner, a single customers concatenated set of 
transactions will be viewed as a document and the words within that document will be viewed as the 
terms. In other words a collection of spending terms makes up the customer's spending document. Figure 
1: Example of the spending terms within the second textual structure from customer document 3998 
displays all the spending terms within spending document 3998, in the case of the second textual input 
structure.

1
 

 

                                                           

1
 Each of the 6000 customer documents are identified by a number between 1 and 6000. Customer document 3998 simply refers to 

the 3998th document in the corpus. 
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Figure 1: Example of the spending terms within the second textual structure from customer 
document 3998 

 

BEHAVIOURAL MODEL 

There are two main objectives to this paper. The first is to obtain the spend profile linked to each 
customer and the second is to obtain the customer's unique segment identifying other customers of 
similar spend. Although these two objectives may seem the same, they are in fact obtained in different 
manners and utilised for entirely different reasons. The spend profiles are obtained by analysing the text 
and identifying similar terms, the similar terms are clustered to produce a predetermined number of 
groups, these groups are the spending behaviours of the customers. Customers are not restricted to a 
single spending behaviour, they can possess multiple spending behaviours dependent on the terms 
contain in their transactional text. The particular combination of these spending behaviours makes up 
each customers spending profile. In terms of text mining these groups of spending behaviour can be 
regarded as the latent or hidden topics within the data, where each customer has a behavioural profile 
consisting of multiple latent behavioural topics. See Figure 2: The layout of a customer’s spend behaviours and 

spending profile to view the layout of a customer’s spending behaviours and spending profile. 

 

 

Figure 2: The layout of a customer’s spend behaviours and spending profile 
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The second objective is obtained by clustering the customers based on the terms in their transactional 
text, this can be seen as a manner of grouping customers based on their spending behaviour however 
the clustering does not occur specifically based on the spend behaviours but on the text, as in the first 
objective. This produces a select number of groups containing customers of similar spending behaviours, 
these groups are the spending segments of the customers. Each customer can only belong to one 
spending segment. See Figure 3: The layout of a spending segment for the layout of a spending segment. 

 

 

Figure 3: The layout of a spending segment 

 

SAS® text miner was used to analyse this transactional text in an unorthodox manner with the aim of 
obtaining results to achieve the above objectives. SAS® text miner uses nodes to analyse textual data 
based on a predetermined set of properties, see [1], [2] for additional information on these properties. 
SAS® text miner has been used on data containing natural language in sentiment analysis and topic 
identification. However the transactional text in this paper was gathered as an unstructured 
unconventional collection of spend terms with no natural language structure. For this reason certain 
natural language properties were not selected, capitalising on the capabilities of SAS® text miner. For 
example, the parts of speech property in the text parsing node was not selected due to the fact that terms 
in the transactional text are a set of spending descriptions. Consider the spending term “shop”, this term 
would not be used as the verb, i.e. to shop, it would always refer to the noun, i.e. a shop, in the 
transactional text. One of the properties considered in SAS® text miner was the term weighting property 
in the text filter node, the weights taken into account were inverse document frequency (IDF), Entropy 
and no weight. Both IDF and entropy assign a lower weight to terms that appear in more customer 
documents, the two weightings differ in the sense that IDF considers the number of times the term has 
appeared in all documents, whereas entropy looks at the number of times the term has appeared in each 
document. The 2 primary nodes used to obtain the results for the above objectives were the text topic and 
text cluster nodes. The text topic node extracts topics from the transactional text, identifying the latent 
spend behaviour in the data, due to the existence of multiple behavioural spend topics per customer 
document the combination of these spend behaviours make up a customer behavioural spend profile. 
The text cluster node segments customers of similar spend to a unique segment based on the 
transactional text. For a more detailed discussion of the selected properties see the appendix.  

 

RESULTS 

The set of 3 textual input structures were run through the text mining process using the 3 different 
weighting properties described in subsection BEHAVIOURAL MODEL, this yielded 9 results. The results 
however displayed very similar findings for the second and third textual input structures, as well as for the 
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IDF and entropy weightings. For this reason the third textual structure and the entropy weighting were 
discarded. The 4 remaining sets of results were observed, for the ease of discussion the first textual input 
structure using IDF will be called IDF1, the first textual input structure using no weight will be called 
Noweight1, the second textual input structure using IDF will be called IDF2 and finally the second textual 
input structure using no weight will be called Noweight2. The use of the IDF weighting was important as it 
displayed intriguingly different results to when no weight was used. 

After evaluating the 4 results it was apparent that each contributed to a different area of behavioural 
spend. The results using IDF1 suggest a topographical behaviour due to the fact that more than 80% of 
the spend behaviours were related to an area. Noweight1 suggested a behaviour more aligned to specific 
merchants given that more than 80% of the spend behaviours were related to particular merchants. The 
results using IDF2 displayed broader spend behaviours, however it additionally contained an overlap with 
the topographical behaviour using IDF1, this might be due to the differences between the first and the 
second textual input structures, or to the fact that IDF gave larger weightings to the terms that appeared 
less frequently. Similarly, the results using Noweight2 displayed broader spend behaviours with an 
additional overlap of merchant specific behaviours as seen in Noweight1. It is important to note that a 
customer may be assigned a specific spending behaviour where the spending terms within that behaviour 
are not necessarily present in the customers document, this is due to the fact that the spend behaviours 
have been determined through a methodology that clusters a selection of similar terms. 

To illustrate the results, customer document 3998 was again selected. See Figure 1: Example of the 

spending terms within the second textual structure from customer document 3998. This customer document 
contained a large amount of text, confirming that manually sifting through the spending terms of 6000 
customers would be an overwhelming and tedious task. 

The 4 results displaying the 4 spend profiles of customer document 3998 can be viewed in Figure 4: IDF1 - 

First textual input structure with IDF for customer document 3998 Figure 5: Noweight1 - First textual input structure 
with no weight for customer document 3998 Figure 6: IDF2 - Second textual input structure with IDF for customer 

document 3998 and Figure 7: Noweight2 - Second textual input structure with no weight for customer document 

3998, respectively. The spend behaviours that are present for customer document 3998 are highlighted in 
yellow and contain a 1 in the “spend behaviour present indicator” column. The 4 results displaying the 4 
spending segments of customer document 3998 can be viewed in Figure 8: Spending segments of customer 

document 3998.  

The below subsections are structure as follows, from Spend profile for IDF1 to Spend profile for Noweight2 
discuss the results of each of the 4 spending profiles using IDF1, Noweight1, IDF2 and Noweight2. 
Customer document 3998's combined spending profile is discussed in Overall combined spend profile for 

customer document 3998 and finally the results of each of the 4 spending segments using IDF1, Noweight1, 
IDF2 and Noweight2 is discussed in Spending segments. 

 

Spend profile for IDF1 

It was previously noted the results using IDF1 identified the presence of topographical spending 
behaviour, this is confirmed when considering the results in Figure 4: IDF1 - First textual input structure with 

IDF for customer document 3998. Spend behaviour 1 contained the spending terms Zambesi, Montana, 
Wonderboom and Sinoville, these are all suburbs of close proximity in the north of Pretoria, in the 
province of Gauteng. Although these terms are not directly related to the spend of the customers, they 
are terms relating to the area the spend occurred in and are therefore still considered spending terms. 
Spend behaviour 2 identified the city of Nelspruit as the most important spending term as it was ranked 
first in the list of terms. After further investigation, the terms I'langa, Riverside and Westend were all 
recognised as malls in Nelspruit. Spend behaviour 3 revealed the spending terms Phakalane, Sebele and 
Botswana, these terms are related to spend in Botswana. The remaining spend behaviours reveal similar 
topographical trends. Customer document 3998 was assigned 4 topographical spend behaviours for 
IDF1, namely spend behaviours 4, 8, 15 and 25, this can be viewed in Figure 4: IDF1 - First textual input 

structure with IDF for customer document 3998. Spend behaviour 4 contained the terms Fourways, 
Douglasdale, Olivedale and Northgate, these are suburbs of close proximity in the North Western side of 
the city of Johannesburg. The spending terms displayed in spend behaviour 25 don't show a well-defined 
area, the only area mentioned is Glen Marais. However when considering the entire list of spending terms 
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in spend behaviour 25This can be viewed in the topic view option under the text topic node.2, the 
following additional terms are revealed, Kempton, Greenstone, Glenacres, Norkem and Bonaero. These 
terms all represent areas in the North Easterly side of Johannesburg. Although 80% of the spend terms in 
these spending behaviours are related to topography, the other 20% suggest a greater relation to 
merchants. Spend behaviour 8 and 15 contain these specific merchant spending terms more than the 
topographical spending terms. One of the spending terms within spend behaviour 8 is the suburb of 
Rosebank in Johannesburg, however the other spending terms contain a variety of merchants from uber 
to iTunes to cafes. Spend behaviour 15 again suggests merchants, however these merchants appear to 
be mall specific, such as the clothing stores Mr. Price and Edgars, the pharmacies Dischem and Clicks, 
and other retail stores such as Woolworths, Checkers and Pick n Pay. Although the topographical spend 
behaviour is present in the majority, more than 80%, of the spend behaviours in IDF1, spend behaviours 
8 and 15 verify it is not the only behaviour considered. The combination of these 4 spend behaviours 
makes up the spending profile of customer document 3998. 

 

 

Figure 4: IDF1 - First textual input structure with IDF for customer document 3998 

 

Spend profile for Noweight1 

The 25 spend behaviours identified in Noweight1 contained primarily spending terms related to 
merchants. Terms such as fourways, mall, clicks, family, bv, uber and bill are represented in the spend 

                                                           

2
 This can be viewed in the topic view option under the text topic node 
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behaviours in both IDF1 and Noweight1. The spending profile of customer document 3998 using 
Noweight1 can be viewed in Figure 5: Noweight1 - First textual input structure with no weight for customer 

document 3998. Behaviours 2, 8 and 18 were identified as the spend behaviours present for this customer 
document and therefore make up their spending profile. Consider spend behaviour 2, within the top 10 
spending terms identified, 4 petrol stations and 3 Johannesburg suburbs were identified, for this reason it 
is possible to suggest that this spend behaviour could represent a behaviour related to travel or more 
specifically travel around the city of Johannesburg. It could additionally signify the customers need to 
refuel at certain petrol stations in the area. Spend behaviour 8 identified a variety of terms that might 
indicate retail shopping and/or motor vehicle maintenance. Spend behaviour 18's top 10 spending terms 
contained Uber, Bv, Station, Sandton, Rosebank, Park, Gautrain and could be indicative of travel using 
public transport as Sandton, Rosebank and Park are Gautrain stations and uber bv refers to the transport 
company. 

 

 

Figure 5: Noweight1 - First textual input structure with no weight for customer document 3998 

 

Spend profile for IDF2 

IDF2 identified a broader picture of how a customer spends, Figure 6: IDF2 - Second textual input structure 

with IDF for customer document 3998 displays the spend behaviours identified in IDF2. As previously 
mentioned, these results contain a combination of broader merchant categories and areas. IDF2 
identified 6 spend behaviours making up the spending profile of customer document 3998. Spend 
behaviours 12, 20 and 25 represent the topographical spending behaviour. Spend behaviour 12 
containing Fourways, Douglasdale, Olivedale, Sandton, depicts an almost identical topographical 
spending behaviour to that identified in spend behaviour 4 in IDF1. It is interesting to note that spend 
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behaviours 11 and 14 in IDF1 are also very similar to spend behaviours 20 and 25 in these results, 
however in the former these spend behaviours were not included for customer document 3998 and in the 
latter results they were. This could indicate that there were certain spending terms in the former 
behaviours that weren't present in spend behaviours 20 and 25 in IDF2 and visa versa. Spend behaviour 
4 again identified the spending terms related to public transport, for example uber, taxicab, etc., and 
spend behaviour 15 contained spending terms that were related to shopping and the pampering of a 
person or a home, for example in addition to the spending terms displayed in Figure 6: IDF2 - Second textual 

input structure with IDF for customer document 3998, the terms gift card, novelty, souvenir, furnishing, beauty, 
were also present but of a lower rank. Lastly, spend behaviour 19 indicated a direct relation to 
entertainment, the spending terms cinema, theatre, sports clubs, country clubs, music, etc. were all 
present within this spend behaviour. 

 

 

Figure 6: IDF2 - Second textual input structure with IDF for customer document 3998 

 

Spend profile for Noweight2 

The spend behaviours in Noweight2 can be viewed in Figure 7: Noweight2 - Second textual input structure with 

no weight for customer document 3998. These spend behaviours be categorised more easily than the spend 
behaviours in IDF1, Noweight1 and IDF2. It is immediately noticeable that spend behaviour 1 is related to 
supermarkets, spend behaviour 2 to road travel and maintenance, spend behaviour 3 to cash withdrawals 
and other financial institutions, etc. Spend behaviour 5 and 20 both revealed food related spending 
behaviours however 5 suggested a relation to restaurants whereas spend behaviour 20 suggested a 
relation to fast food. Although different results were produced in IDF2 and Noweight2 due to the 
differently weighted spend terms, spend behaviour 18 in Noweight2 strongly resembles 15 in IDF2, this 
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behaviour again hints at a pampering behaviour. The fact that this customer is willing to pamper 
themselves, their home or someone else due to the “gift” and “card” spending terms is indicative of a 
more lavished spending lifestyle. Spend behaviour 21 again identified the travel spending behaviour, 
however it strongly suggests the public transport behaviour over the likelihood to refuel their own car due 
to the absence of spend behaviour 6. It is also interesting to note the spend term “eat” in behaviour 21, 
this might suggest a type of public transport specifically related to the restaurant and food industry, for 
example it could imply uberEATS or other meal delivery services. Lastly, spend behaviour 25 contained 
spend terms such as Fruit and Veg indicating a healthier grocery store, and the spend term home which 
again might indicate home papering or spend on furniture. 

 

 

Figure 7: Noweight2 - Second textual input structure with no weight for customer document 3998 

 

Overall combined spend profile for customer document 3998  

Customer document 3998 has multiple spend profiles depending on whether IDF1, Noweight1, IDF2 or 
Noweight2 is considered. When observing all 4 spend profiles together, it becomes easier to understand 
how this customer spends. The 4 spend profiles indicate that the majority of this customer spends occurs 
in the north western and eastern sides of the city of Johannesburg. Their profiles additionally indicate the 
frequency of travel, either through personal or public transport, however their spend profiles strongly 
suggest it is a combination of both. Due to certain spend behaviours in IDF2 and Noweight2, this 
customer displays the lifestyle of someone who is considerably well-off. These results imply a tendency to 
pamper oneself or ones home, frequently go to restaurants as opposed to doing grocery shopping and 
participating in forms of entertainment on a regular basis. The combinations of restaurants and public 
transport might be indicative of a lifestyle associated to nightlife, however the absence of spend 
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behaviours 4 and 12 in Noweight2, suggests this customer does not use public transport for liquor and 
bar purposed but prefers to travel by public transport for other reasons. 

There are numerous combinations of spending behaviours that make up a customers spending profile. 
Another example could be the combination of spend behaviour 3 in IDF1, which contains areas related to 
Botswana, and the public transport behaviour, this could indicate using the public transport to get to the 
airport. A spending profile consisting of spend behaviour 1 in Noweight2, the supermarket behaviour, and 
other grocery shopping spend behaviours across IDF1, Noweight1 and IDF2 might indicate a customer 
whose lifestyle is centred around spending on necessities over luxury items.  

 

Spending segments  

Figure 8: Spending segments of customer document 3998 displays the spending terms and associated 
spending segment that customer document 3998 has been assigned to using IDF1, Noweight1, IDF2 and 
Noweight2. When IDF1 was considered, customer document 3998 was assigned to spending segment 
10, this segment contains all customers that behave similar to customer document 3998 in their spend, in 
other words these customers all contain similar spend terms. Spending segments 9, 2 and 1 were 
assigned to customer document 3998 for Noweight1, IDF2 and Noweight2, respectively. These segments 
again contain other customers that behave in a similar manner to customer document 3998 with regards 
to there spend. These segments can be used for market segmentation and lead optimisation in 
campaigning or as a decision making tool to drive many significant business choices. 

These results are all extremely useful in identifying a customers lifestyle and spending patterns. 
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Figure 8: Spending segments of customer document 3998 

 

CONCLUSION 

SAS® text miner is a useful tool for determining customer spending segments and latent spending 
profiles. The suggested approach using SAS® text miner to determine the spending behaviour of 
customers is a unique and innovative method that produces satisfactory results. These results identified a 
customer living in Johannesburg with a high spending tendency towards travel, restaurants and 
entertainment. This customers profile is indicative of a luxurious spending lifestyle. The spending 
segment this customer was assigned to can be used to identify customers containing similar spending 
terms and would therefore have similar spending behaviours.  

This behavioural profiling and customer segmentation is beneficial for businesses in such a way that 
when utilised correctly it can be used for market segmentation to cluster customers into target marketing 
segments. The results can be used to compile the correct product offering to the correct customers, this 
would increase product take up and in turn boost the revenue of the business. Segmenting customers 
into clusters of similar spend can assist in identifying possible fraudulent cases, identifying customers 
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who spend often and those that are high risk. Understanding a customers spend profile can assist in 
classifying a customer as a luxury or necessity spender. It can additionally assist in identifying the current 
behaviour of customers with the goal of driving that behaviour to align with the business strategy, which is 
often the case in loyalty programs.  
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APPENDIX 

The properties in SAS text miner were selected based on the following explanations. In the text parsing 
node, the parts of speech and the noun group properties were both not selected. This was done due to 
the fact that the data was not structure as full sentences but rather as unstructured, concatenated 
descriptions. Additionally certain parts of speech, punctuation and numbers were ignored, and stemming 
was set to yes. The synonyms list in the text parsing node was updated after using the filter viewer in the 
text filter node, there were many manually selected synonyms as the data contained multiple retailers of 
the same name, for example, the retailer pick n pay was written as PNP, pick n` pay, pick and pay and 
many other alterations. In the text filter node, spell check was set to yes and the minimum number of 
documents was left to the default. The term weight in the text filter node was altered to find the optimal 
results, since without a weighting each term was treated as equally important. The weights considered 
and tested were IDF, Entropy and no weight. These results were discussed in the BEHAVIOURAL MODEL 
section. The text topic node groups the terms into “topics” such that every customer document would 
have multiple spend behaviours. The following default options in the text topic node were selected, single 
term topics 0, multi term topics 25 and correlated terms set to no. The text cluster node on the other hand 
grouped the customer documents into similar groups, where one document could only belong to one 
cluster. In the text cluster node the SVD resolutions were selected to be low due to the fact that the data 
contained many terms, by selecting low there was a high loss of information, however the dimensions 
were greatly reduced. Expectation-Maximisation was selected as the cluster algorithm and all other 
properties were set to the defaults. 

 


